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Why AAR?
• Virtual, augmented & mixed realities: a technological frontier of human experience
• Emerging technology with decreasing cost and increasing utility:

• Social and professional meetings
• Heritage, tourism and travel
• Games, film, TV, music, radio
• Education and training
• Healthcare and wellbeing

Why sound?
• An age-old, ever-present, powerful 

and informative sensing modality
• Audition: fine temporal resolution, course spatial resolution, 

fully immersive (4p) view, ~30 auditory bands
• Preferred modality for human communication, 

environmental context monitoring
• Eyes free!





Background: AAR project —
Too many ideas blend together into one mega-idea



Our taxonomy was designed to classify these ideas

AAR



The taxonomy helped us 
produce several distinct ideas.



Audio augmentation … uses 
auditory feedback to augment 
users’ experiences … 
We embedded playful audio 
augmentation into the [badminton] 
shuttlecock…” 

Yudan Ma, Tilde Bekker, Xipei Ren, Jun Hu, and Steven Vos. 
Effects of Playful Audio Augmentation on Teenagers’ Motivations in Cooperative Physical Play. 

“
1. Enchanted Objects



‘Smart’ football — archetypical example of enchanted object.



Audiophotobook— photographs enchanted with sound.



Sonic Cartography— map enchanted with sound.



Environmental sound can be 
captured and mixed with the CG 
sound… We call this audio AR 
technique ‘Microphone-Hear-
Through’ AR”

Robert W Lindeman, Haruo Noma, and Paulo Goncalves de Barros. 
Hear-through and mic-through augmented reality: Using bone conduction to display spatialized audio. 

“
2. Blending



Its not about the device, it is about the user experience.



Karaoke — archetypical blending live environmental sound with machine-produced sound



Car Radio — music / podcasts are blended
with environmental sounds that you need to talk and to drive safely.



Most of the audio AR applications ... 
use ... tracking (such as GPS) to link 
the audio content to specific 
locations”

Tobias Langlotz, Holger Regenbrecht, Stefanie Zollmann, and Dieter Schmalstieg.
Audio Stickies: Visually-guided Spatial Audio Annotations on a Mobile Augmented Reality Platform. 

“
3. Placed Sound



Pokemon Go — placed sound archetype.
Suppose that sounds are affixed to the monsters



Bluebrain band release location-aware album for iPhone. 
The sound is there, anyone with the ‘viewport’ can access it.



U.S. Train Station Portrays History 
in Augmented Reality App.
Historic recordings are placed in 
their original location.



The basic idea [of AAR] is to 
superimpose computer generated 
data on top of the real world”

Benjamin B. Bederson.
Audio Augmented Reality: A Prototype Automated Tour Guide

“
4. Information Overlay



Sat Nav— archetypical example of information overlay.
List of instructions played back contextually, but sounds are not meant to emanate from 
locations in the environment. Not anyone can go to the place and retrieve the same audio.



Alexa, is it raining outside?
How do I make a vegetarian lasagne? (non-spatial instruction list)
(information overlay is about the use of the device, not the device)



We define audio augmented reality 
as realtime computational mediation 
of sound”

Chris Kiefer and Cécile Chevalier. 
Towards new modes of collective musical expression through audio augmented reality. 

“
5. Electronic Mediation



Guitar Pedal — archetypical example of electronic mediation of acoustic sound



Augmented instruments (NIMES) — Extension of the electric guitar idea. 
Not an ‘enchanted’ object because it already produces meaningful 
sound, which is augmented by digital mediation.

(Ben Neill mutantrumpet)



In-ear translation —
goes beyond modifying

the sound with DSP, 
and actually replaces 

it.



Using sound to merge two or more 
locations”

Michael Krzyzaniak, David Frohlich and Philip J.B. Jackson
Six types of audio that DEFY reality!

“
5. Telepresence



Telephone — archetypical example of telepresence. 
Suppose your mum is walking you through a recipe on the phone



Telematic drum circle — anyone can log in online and control a drum.
People in disparate locations meet in a real, non-virtual space to play drums together.



Overview
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Attributes of AAR experiences group and divide by locatedness, liveness and pragmatic purpose
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Some categories overlap in interesting ways. Is there a better way of organizing the taxonomy?



Please tell us your 
counter-examples!


